Counsilman/Billingsly Aquatic Center
Diving Well, Diving Board, and Platform

Occupancy Capacity: Competition Pool = 1025, Diving Well = 356, Deck Space = 1259

1. Diving board and platform participants must leave the board/platform facing the water. Backward and inward dives are not permitted.
2. Only one bounce per dive is allowed on the springboards. There are no practice bounces allowed. No gymnastic activity (i.e. cartwheel or head and hand stands) is allowed.
3. Recreational Sports participants may only use the diving boards closest to the center of the pool.
4. Use of the diving boards and platform or lap swimming during Group Exercise sessions and other organized activities is prohibited.
5. While the diving boards and platforms are in use, no other activity is permitted in that area of the diving well.
6. Running on the platforms is not permitted.
7. In the event of an injury, an accident, or you are not feeling well, please notify a Lifeguard immediately.

STATEMENT OF RESPONSIBILITY
Neither Indiana University nor Campus Recreational Sports accepts any responsibility for ill health or injury sustained while participating in any of the programs. No medical or ambulance expense incurred by a participant will be paid by Campus Recreational Sports or by the University. Participation is on a voluntary basis. It is recommended that all participants undergo a prior physical examination and carry some form of health and injury insurance. If an injury does occur, it should be reported to the nearest Recreational Sports staff member. In the event that blood is involved in an injury, that person cannot continue to participate until the wound is properly cleaned and dressed; any clothing with blood should be removed.